
Film Music



• When you watch a film do you think about the 
music that you are hearing? Maybe if it is a 
musical, like a Disney film with songs as part of 
the action you do, but actually all films have 
music that adds another layer to the story. 

• When a film is being made the producers will 
contact a composer and ask them to write 
music to accompany the film. There are some 
very famous composers who have written music 
for many well known films and their music has 
become as famous as the films themselves.



These are two of the best known film composers.

• Lion King

• Kung Fu Panda

• Pirates of the Caribbean

• Wallace and Gromit –
Curse of the Were-rabbit

• Madagascar

• The Lone Ranger

• Star Wars

• Jaws

• Harry Potter

• Indiana Jones

• ET

• Jurassic Park

Hans 
Zimmer

John 
Williams



In some very early films and animations the 
music is written to exactly fit with the action on 
the screen. This is known as “Mickey Mousing” 
because it was used a lot in the early cartoons 
made by Disney.

Have a listen to this clip and notice how the 
instruments mirror the actions of Tom, Jerry and 
friends. Notice that a lot of percussion 
instruments are used to mirror the noises of what 
is happening in the film.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLJAHx4Ix4s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLJAHx4Ix4s


Film music has moved on since those early days and the
music reflects the action of the movies in less obvious
ways. Let’s compare two very different pieces of music
written to accompany films about two very famous
incidents in World War II.

The first piece of music is from the 1955 film The Dam
Busters which tells of the daring bombing raid on
German dams which took place in May 1943. The music
is a march written by Eric Coates, it is very rhythmic and
triumphant. The piece begins with lots of brass and
crashing cymbals making the audience think of a
marching band and reflecting the military and heroic
nature of the film. At 0:45 the famous ‘tune’ associated
with this piece begins, quietly and smoothly, with
rhythmic strings underneath, then the tune is repeated
(1:15) more loudly and with added instruments to give it
greater depth. This film and it’s music were released only
10 years after the end of the war. It was designed to
celebrate the heroic achievements of the airmen during
the war and the music reflects this. It is martial and
patriotic, making the listener feel proud and uplifted.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K32Adi8nmzA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K32Adi8nmzA


Dunkirk is  a much more recent film, from 
2017, telling the story of the remarkable 
evacuation of Allied troops from the 
beaches of northern France in  1940. The 
music was composed by Hans Zimmer and 
is very different from the film music 
written 60 years earlier. It begins with a 
repeated rhythmic ostinato, this is fast and 
gives a real sense of urgency and 
anticipation. Over the top are the sounds 
of planes and helicopters. There is no 
melody or tune just long single held notes. 
The music is very repetitive and the notes 
climb very steadily up in pitch, step by 
step, making it unsettling to listen to and 
full of suspense. The repeated rhythm is 
almost like the ticking of a clock, giving a 
sense of time running out or counting 
down as it was for the soldiers on the 
beach, desperately waiting for rescue.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1VJ39nVIBk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1VJ39nVIBk


Your task today is to choose a piece of music that you really like that tells a story. It may be a from a film, or a 
TV programme, or maybe even a computer game, or it may be something completely different

Write down the name of the music and then tell me why you like it. 

What is the story that  the piece tells and how does the music reflect the story?

You might like to think about:

• The instruments used, 

• The speed of the music (tempo), does the speed change at all

• The volume of the music (dynamics), does the volume change

• How would you describe the music, is it smooth and gentle, or bouncy and energetic, or loud and fierce?

• How does the music make you feel?


